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FOREWORD
Throughout the past year, the Malinauskas Labor
team has set out a series of policies focused on
Health, Education, Jobs and the Environment.

Peter Malinauskas MP
Labor Leader

These policies have been developed following
detailed consultation with the community,
business and industry leaders, unions and
professional associations.
What we have put before the South Australian
public this past twelve months is the result of
that consultation.
Labor’s election costings demonstrate our
commitment to investing in the services and
infrastructure our state needs, while keeping the
budget in surplus.
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Unlike the Liberals rushed and incomplete
costings released by retiring Rob Lucas on
Monday, Labor’s election costings include robust
costs for every policy: there are no Liberal thought
bubbles like “Crystal Lake” or “Adelaide film studio
relocation” without costs attached.
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Stephen Mullighan MP
Shadow Treasurer

Labor has also had its election costing
independently reviewed by independent
auditors Charterpoint, a Canberra-based audit
and accounting practice that does work for the
Australian National Audit Office.
Their review report is included in this document.

Acknowledgment of country.
We acknowledge and respect the Traditional
Custodians whose ancestral lands we live and work
upon and we pay our respects to their Elders past
and present. We acknowledge and respect their
deep spiritual connection and the relationship that
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people have to
Country. We also pay our respects to the cultural
authority of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
people and their nations in South Australia, as well as
those across Australia.
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Our costings are assessed against the most recent
advice from Treasury about the state’s budget
position – the Mid-Year Budget Review.

The Liberals have failed to disclose if their
costings have been independently reviewed,
raising questions about the accuracy of their
costings.

And unlike the Liberals, we can deliver these
outcomes because we have the experience
managing the state’s finances and delivering state
budgets.

Labor’s election policies total $3.118bn – less
than the $3.36bn Steven Marshall and Rob
Lucas spent in their first post-election 2018 state
budget.

The Liberals don’t even have a nominee for the
Treasury portfolio.

To reduce the impact on the state budget of our
policies, Labor will not be proceeding with the
Liberal’s $662m Basketball Stadium, and instead
bring that spending into the forward estimates
and use it to partially fund our nearly $1.145bn in
health commitments to open 300 new beds, and
employ 350 more Ambos, 300 more nurses, and
100 more doctors.
Labor will also impose $713m of operating
savings over four years, and use $1.5bn of the
$2bn in uncommitted capital reserves held in the
budget.

The choice for South Australians at this election
is clear – a Labor team that prioritises our health
system over a Basketball stadium, or the Liberals.

Peter Malinauskas MP
Labor Leader

Our costings:

Require no cuts to frontline services,
including health, education, police and
emergency services
Require no new taxes or tax increases
Impact the state’s debt position,
by $243m, or 0.75% of the state’s projected
debt position.

Stephen Mullighan MP
Shadow Treasurer
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Leave the state budget in surplus each year
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16 March 2022
Stephen Mullighan MP
Shadow Treasurer
Parliament of South Australia
North Terrace
ADELAIDE SA 5000
Dear Sir,
Independent review of election policy costings, SA Labor Opposition, for the 2022
State Election
Introduction
In accordance with the terms and conditions of our engagement, Charterpoint has reviewed
the election policy commitments prepared by the SA Labor Opposition for the 2022 state
election.
South Australian Labor’s election policy costings set out the estimated costs, funding sources
and savings of South Australian Labor’s policy commitments over the state budget’s forward
estimates and the estimated net impact of those policy commitments on the state budget
position, as disclosed in the South Australian Mid-Year Budget Review 2021-22 released on
Monday, 13 December 2021.
Our work was performed utilising information made available by South Australian Labor,
relevant state budget documents and other relevant publicly available information.
Scope of Work
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South Australian Labor is responsible for the preparation and presentation of the election
policy commitments, the assumptions used and the policy costings.
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Our engagement does not constitute either an audit or limited assurance engagement in
accordance with AUASB standards, we do not express any audit opinion or conclusion on
the costings or the net impact of the policy commitments. Had we performed an audit or
limited assurance engagement in accordance with AUASB standards, other matters might
have come to our attention that would have been reported.
We disclaim any assumption of responsibility for any reliance on this report for any purposes
other than for which it was prepared.



Findings
Charterpoint have undertaken an analysis of the estimates that support the expense and
capital initiatives and savings measures of the policy commitments and the estimated net
impact of the policy measures against the forward estimates, operating position and
borrowings, as disclosed in the South Australian Mid-Year Budget Review 2021-22. We
report that:
a) the policy costing models are mathematically accurate;
b) the estimated cost and saving policy measures have been prepared with due skill and
diligence, with appropriate supporting assumptions; and
c) the estimated net cost and saving policy measures have been calculated in
accordance with those assumptions which are reasonable.
The underlying assumptions to South Australian Labor's policy commitments are subject to
uncertainties and contingencies often outside the control of Government. If the economic
outlook and conditions and other events do not occur as assumed, actual results may vary
from the state budget’s estimates as disclosed in the South Australian Mid-Year Budget
Review 2021-22 and those of South Australian Labor, as reflected in the election policy
costings. Accordingly, we do not confirm or guarantee the achievement of the policy
commitments, as future events, by their very nature, are not capable of independent
substantiation.
Independence or Disclosure of Interest
Charterpoint has no financial or other interest that could reasonably be regarded as being
capable of affecting its ability to give an unbiased opinion on the matters that are subject of
this report for which normal professional fees will be received.

Adrian Kelly
Partner
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Yours faithfully,
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BUDGET OUTCOMES
Labor’s policy development has been subjected
to a rigorous process and the costing assumptions
independently reviewed.
Compared to the latest publicly available budget
figures, Labor’s total election commitments and
the savings and offsets identified will leave the net
operating balance of the State’s budget with:
• a surplus of $88m in 2022-23
(a decrease of over $14 m against projections
in the Mid-Year Budget Review),

• a surplus of $580m in 2023-24
(a decrease of $86m against the MYBR), and
• a surplus of $457m in 2024-25
(a decrease of $80m against the MYBR).
The 2025-26 financial is not projected in the
Mid-Year Budget Review, however new operating
expenses are $270m in that year with savings
identified of $192m – a net impact of $78m.

Impact on Net Operating Balance
2021-22

2022-23

2023-24

2024-25

2025-26

-1590

102

666

537

n.p

Total new operating initiatives

-8

-179

-260

-263

-270

Total offsets and savings

0

165

174

183

192

Change to NOB positon

-8

-14

-86

-80

-78

NOB after commitments

1,598

88

580

457

n.p.

NOB at MYBR
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Change in debt position
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Operating initiatives impact

-266

Total Investing initiatives

-2,139

Partial use of capital reserves

1,500

Cancelling Stadium

662

Total impact on debt

-243

Source: Mid Year Budget Review 2021/22 - Page 6 - Fiscal outlook - Table 1.4

Labor spending commitments

Total Cost ($m)

Health initiatives*

1,145

Hydrogen jobs plan

593

Education and skills initiatives

368.4

Housing upgrades

181

Main South Road full duplication

125

Adelaide Aquatic Centre

80

Local infrastructure and facilities upgrades

80

Tourism boost and live music support

71.6

Local sporting and community clubs

68

Majors Road interchange with Southern Expressway

60

Port Rail spur project (and operating)

53

Cost of living concession

37.7

Local road and public transport upgrades

30.7

Environment initiatives

27.4

Fringe, Film festival funding and arts grants

18

Multicultural grants program

16

Fire truck replacement and maintenance

14.25

Women’s changeroom upgrades

12.5

Taxi policy

12
10.2

State sporting organisations funding boost

10

Manufacturing grants program

10

SE Forestry Policy

10

Child Protection grants

7.5

Brand SA re-establishment

6.15

Homelessness support services

6

Free public transport to concession-card holders

5.25

SAPOL ballistic vests

4.5

Invest in SA establishment

4.15

Indigenous treaty and recognition package

4.1

Women’s small business grants

4

Criminal Justice Package

4

Bushfire prevention and firefighting

3.225

Procurement Policy support

2.77

SE rock lobster licence fee relief

2.6

Service SA Centres opening hours**

2.6

SE Cross-border Commisisoner

2.1

Adelaide Motorsport Festival

2

Victims Support Services

2

Car club grants

2

Disability visitor scheme

1.87

Portable long service leave

1.5

Domestic violence prevention initiatives

1.5

Other Initiatives

Total
* Incorporates $77.9m of Commonwealth Revenue
** Net of Improving Digital Services offset

13.64

3,118
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Out-of-Areas registration concession reintstatement
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